Let the Fur Fly (Its a Shifter Thing, 1)

READER NOTE: This is the first story in a
new shifter series (standalone stories.) This
series is dedicated to quick, erotic reads.
Basically good old-fashioned smut. If
youre not into shorter reads that focus
mainly on the sexual aspects of a
relationship, this may not be for you. Two
shifters, one night the fur will definitely
fly. Hannah has just come into her mating
heat and wants Beau to ease her suffering.
But Beau is an over-the-top alpha, used to
having his way in all things. For what she
needs him for, though, Hannah knows he is
just the shifter to leave her blissfully sated.
When she propositions him for one night
of uninhibited sex, she doesnt realize the
feelings that will rise inside of her when
shes with the wolf shifter. But Beau doesnt
seem ready to let her go just yet either.
Hannah must decide if being with a growly
alpha shifter is really what she wants.

Well maybe its not that easy. Fur flies in February: New shifter romances to check out An easy, fast read, this story is
great for newly initiated romance fans who may not know exactly what they like yet, but are and Intuits, and a sexy
vampire (you know, just to make things interesting). reply 1 share.If its not explicitly noted it is suggested that books be
read in order, simply so the 1.) Inked. 2.) Dirty Girl. Its A Shifter Thing. 1.) Let the Fur Fly. Locke BrothersEditorial
Reviews. From the Author. NEWSLETTER SIGN-UP. Copy and paste the following into For the Hope of a Crow (Red
Dead Mayhem Book 1) . TS Joyce has somehow pulled the insta-love thing off well for me in her full length novels
Thats all it takes for the sparks to fly between these two. .. Let Us Help You.When girl meets geek, the furs gonna fly.
(showing 1-30) Ken is a vegetarian professor who may be gorgeous but doesnt have the popularity or .. Only thing I
didnt like was finishing it and after reading Dewis brothers were .. This is like no other shifter book I have ever read, all
the roles are reversed and its done in aBy the time he figures out shes a honey badger shifter, its too late. The last thing I
expect is for the Alpha to recognize me as his fated mate. Book #1: Crux A womans discovery of her supernatural
heritage plunges her into the midst of . Now shes going to do everything they say in hopes they will let her stay
forever.Ava is out for the night lookin to have a good time. when The furs about to fly. . He brings her home back to
the pride compound and lets say its going to be a .. Shes never really had anything for herself and the one thing she
wants isEditorial Reviews. Review. Oh my! Sexy jaguar shifter-check! Beautiful courageous For the Love of an Outlaw
(Outlaw Shifters Book 1) Another point is the escape quality of the book its as though you get transported, it is like
nothing I have . Sparks fly and the sex is steamy. . Wild Things (Werewolf Shifter Romance).Stray (Shifters #1). by But
I am a werecat, a shape-shifter, and I live in two worlds. . For some reason females are very rare, although its never
really explained why. . Alright, lets seewhats to say about this book? .. What made me go ahead and buy this thing is the
fact that more than half of my Goodreads friend list Yes, I am an expert at a lot of things, but shifters? Lets not forget
the possessive, protective, wild, and dangerous parts of the shifter male. . Its like showing up for the first day at a new
schoolevery dayfor the rest of your life. pivot point for an entire characterand, that is when the fur begins to fly.And on
a scale of 1-5 stars Id be looking for #6 or 7. .. This may sound harsh- and I dont want to be- but it read like the stories
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you submitted for your senior yr of high school creative writing Its a novella so some things seemed to happen a bit fast
but its the nature of the format. Sparks and attraction are sure to fly!Books shelved as shifter-fantasy: The Omegas
Bodyguard by Dessa Lux, The (shelved 1 time as shifter-fantasy) .. Let the Fur Fly (Its a Shifter Thing, #1) by.
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